The Stanley C. and Selma D. Hollander Faculty Book Collection was established by the MSU Libraries in 1998 to recognize and honor the scholarly work of MSU faculty members who have written, edited, or translated a book or musical score; contributed to a multimedia work; or participated in a professionally recorded musical performance.

Materials for the Stanley C. and Selma D. Hollander Faculty Book Collection are purchased, in part, with funds from the Robert S. and Harriett R. Spira Library Endowment and the Stanley C. and Selma D. Hollander Faculty Book Collection Endowment.

Titles for the collection are identified by the subject librarians who serve as liaisons to MSU colleges and departments, and through extensive database searches using current lists of MSU faculty provided by the university. Works by retired faculty and by academic staff are included whenever they are identified.

Authors with new works published in 2018 are listed in this booklet and are our honored guests at the MSU Faculty Authors’ Reception for 2019.
Denise M. Acevedo
Department of Writing, Rhetoric, and American Cultures
*Transforming Teaching through Reflective Writing Experiences: Reflections of Michigan State University Writing Faculty* (Michigan State University, Department of Writing, Rhetoric, and American Cultures, 2018)

Nwando Achebe
Department of History

John Aerni-Flessner
Residential College in the Arts and Humanities
*Dreams for Lesotho: Independence, Foreign Assistance, and Development* (University of Notre Dame Press, 2018)

Joseph H. Anthony
Department of Accounting and Information Systems

Laura Apol
Department of Teacher Education
*Nothing But the Blood* (Michigan State University Press, 2018)

Kristin L. Arola
Department of Writing, Rhetoric, and American Cultures

Wolfgang Banzhaf
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
*Genetic Programming Theory and Practice XV* [Electronic resource] (Springer, 2018)

Susan M. Barman
Department of Pharmacology and Toxicology

Daniel D. Barnhizer
College of Law

Tonya Gau Bartell
Department of Teacher Education
*Toward Equity and Social Justice in Mathematics Education* [Electronic resource] (Springer, 2018)

Wolfgang W. Bauer
Department of Physics and Astronomy
*普通物理; Pu tong wu li [University Physics, Second edition]* (Tai wan dong hua shu ju gu fen you xian gong si, 2018)

Eric Beasley
Department of Sociology
*Misperceptions of the Social World: What We Get Wrong about Sex, Race, Money, and Violence* (Routledge, 2018)

Bruce Bettinghaus
Department of Accounting and Information Systems

Andy Boyles Petersen, Digital Scholarship Librarian, teaches a workshop on using Tableau Public for data visualization.
David Biedenbender
College of Music
American Epitaphs and Tributes [CD] (Bill Sitler Recording Service, 2018)
Shell and Wing [Score] (David Biedenbender, 2018)
Solstice [Score] (David Biedenbender, 2018)
Staying the Night: For Soprano and Alto Saxophone [Scores] (Bent Space Music, 2018)
Their Eyes Are Fireflies [Score] (David Biedenbender, 2018)

J. Roy Black
Department of Agricultural, Food, and Resource Economics

Scott Boehm
Department of Romance and Classical Studies
What Happens to a Dream Deferred? [DVD] (dacafilm.com, 2018)

Emily C. Bouck
Department of Counseling, Educational Psychology, and Special Education
Instructional Strategies for Students with Mild, Moderate, and Severe Intellectual Disability (Sage, 2018)

Tamar M. Boyadjian
Department of English
The City Lament: Jerusalem across the Medieval Mediterranean (Cornell University Press, 2018)

Jenny Brandon
MSU Libraries
We Can Do IT: Women in Library Information Technology (Library Juice Press, 2018)

Liam M. Brockey
Department of History
António Vieira: Six Sermons (Oxford University Press, 2018)

Matthew T. Brodhead
Department of Counseling, Educational Psychology, and Special Education
Practical Ethics for Effective Treatment of Autism Spectrum Disorder (Elsevier/Academic Press, 2018)

Kinitra Dechaun Brooks
Department of English
Searching for Sycorax: Black Women's Hauntings of Contemporary Horror (Rutgers University Press, 2018)

Zachary F. Burton
Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Evolution Since Coding: Cradles, Halos, Barrels, and Wings (Academic Press, 2018)

Cheryl L. Caesar
Department of Writing, Rhetoric, and American Cultures
Transforming Teaching through Reflective Writing Experiences: Reflections of Michigan State University Writing Faculty (Michigan State University, Department of Writing, Rhetoric, and American Cultures, 2018)

Angela Calabrese Barton
Department of Teacher Education
STEM-Rich Maker Learning: Designing for Equity with Youth of Color (Teachers College Press, 2018)

Roger J. Calantone
College of Business
Strategic Marketing and Innovation (Legends in Strategic Marketing: Rajan Varadarajan, Vol. 2) (Sage, 2018)

Brendan Cantwell
Department of Educational Administration
High Participation Systems of Higher Education (Oxford University Press, 2018)

Janine Certo
Department of Teacher Education
Children Writing Poems: Poetic Voices in and out of School (Routledge, 2018)

Glenn A. Chambers
Department of History

Julian C. Chambliss
Department of English
Assembling the Marvel Cinematic Universe: Essays on the Social, Cultural, and Geopolitical Domains (McFarland, 2018)
Cities Imagined: The African Diaspora in Media and History (Kendall Hunt, 2018)

Manuel Chavez
School of Journalism
News Media Coverage of Environmental Challenges in Latin America and the Caribbean: Mediating Demand, Degradation, and Development (Palgrave Macmillan, 2018)

Albert Cohen
Department of Mathematics
A Celebration of the Ties That Bind Us: Connections between Actuarial Science and Mathematical Finance (MDPI, 2018)

Warren I. Cohen
Department of History
A Nation Like All Others: A Brief History of American Foreign Relations (Columbia University Press, 2018)

John M. Collins
School of Criminal Justice

Juan David Coronado
Julian Samora Institute
"I'm Not Gonna Die in This Damn Place": Manliness, Identity, and Survival of the Mexican American Vietnam Prisoners of War (Michigan State University Press, 2018)

Alain F. Corcos
Department of Plant Biology
Joys and Sorrows in Teaching Sex and Genetics (Wheatmark, 2018)
Three Biological Myths: Race, Ancestry, Ethnicity (Wheatmark, 2018)

Sheila R. Cotten
Department of Media and Information
eHealth: Current Evidence, Promises, Perils, and Future Directions (Emerald, 2018)

Sandra Crespo
Department of Teacher Education
Access and Equity: Promoting High Quality Mathematics in Grades 3-5 (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 2018)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Editions/Presses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stanley R. Crouch</td>
<td>Department of Chemistry</td>
<td>Principles of Instrumental Analysis, Seventh edition</td>
<td>(Cengage Learning, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>스쿠그의 기기분석의 이해; Seukugeu ui gigi bunseok ui ihae</td>
<td>(Sengeiji Reoning Koria, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pero Gaglo Dagbovie</td>
<td>Department of History</td>
<td>Reclaiming the Black Past: The Use and Misuse of African American History in the Twenty-First Century</td>
<td>(Verso, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcos Dantus</td>
<td>Department of Chemistry</td>
<td>Femtosecond Laser Shaping: From Laboratory to Industry</td>
<td>(CRC Press, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucinda Davenport</td>
<td>School of Journalism</td>
<td>Media Now: Understanding Media, Culture, and Technology, Tenth edition</td>
<td>(Cengage Learning, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Writing and Reporting for the Media, Twelfth edition</td>
<td>(Oxford University Press, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xavier Davis</td>
<td>College of Music</td>
<td>Armor of Pride [CD]</td>
<td>(HighNote Records, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Makings [CD]</td>
<td>(Dav Lar Music, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rise Up Detroit [CD]</td>
<td>(Detroit Music Factory, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Dease</td>
<td>College of Music</td>
<td>Bonafide [CD]</td>
<td>(Posi-Tone Records, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reaching Out [CD]</td>
<td>(Posi-Tone Records, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina DeJong</td>
<td>School of Criminal Justice</td>
<td>Criminal Justice in America, Ninth edition</td>
<td>(Cengage Learning, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rethinking Linguistic Creativity in Non-Native Englishes</td>
<td>(Benjamins, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julaynne E. Dodson</td>
<td>Department of Sociology</td>
<td>Religion, Culture, and Spirituality in Africa and African Diaspora</td>
<td>(Routledge, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Donahue</td>
<td>Department of Physics and Astronomy</td>
<td>The Essential Cosmic Perspective, Eighth edition</td>
<td>(Pearson, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William A. Donohue</td>
<td>Department of Communication</td>
<td>Critical Conversations as Leadership: Driving Change with Card Talk</td>
<td>(Front Edge Publishing, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James H. Dulebohn</td>
<td>School of Human Resources and Labor Relations</td>
<td>The Brave New World of eHRM 2.0</td>
<td>(Information Age Publishing, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Eberhardt</td>
<td>Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences</td>
<td>Problem-Based Learning in the Physical Science Classroom, K-12</td>
<td>(National Science Teachers Association, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiko Endo</td>
<td>Center for Global Change and Earth Observations</td>
<td>The Water-Energy-Food Nexus</td>
<td>[Electronic resource] (Springer, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxine Ferris</td>
<td>Michigan State University Extension</td>
<td>Give Love a Chance</td>
<td>(Kids at Heart Publishing, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Lance Ferris</td>
<td>Department of Management</td>
<td>The Self at Work: Fundamental Theory and Research</td>
<td>(Routledge, 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hiram E. Fitzgerald</td>
<td>Department of Psychology</td>
<td>Alcohol Use Disorders: A Developmental Science Approach to Etiology</td>
<td>(Oxford University Press, 2018)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Maureen A. Flanagan
Department of History

Constructing the Patriarchal City: Gender and the Built Environments of London, Dublin, Toronto, and Chicago, 1870s into the 1940s (Temple University Press, 2018)

Jeremy Francis
College of Law


Erica Frantz
Department of Political Science

Authoritarianism: What Everyone Needs to Know (Oxford University Press, 2018)

How Dictatorships Work: Power, Personalization, and Collapse (Cambridge University Press, 2018)

Paul P. Freddolino
School of Social Work

Digital Social Work: Tools for Practice with Individuals, Organizations, and Communities (Oxford University Press, 2018)

Eric Freedman
School of Journalism

Biodiversity, Conservation, and Environmental Management in the Great Lakes Basin (Routledge, 2018)

Critical Perspectives on Journalistic Beliefs and Actions: Global Experiences (Routledge, 2018)

Sonja Fritzschke
College of Arts and Letters

Science Fiction Circuits of the South and East (Peter Lang, 2018)

Susan M. Gass
Department of Linguistics and Germanic, Slavic, Asian, and African Languages

Salience in Second Language Acquisition (Routledge, 2018)

David Gillingham
College of Music

Tenor Attitudes [CD] (Blue Griffin Records, 2018)

Daniel Gould
Youth Sports

Sport Psychology for Young Athletes (Routledge, 2018)

John T. Greene
Religious Studies

Angels, A Messenger by Any Other Name in the Judeo-Christian and Islamic Traditions (Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2018)

Sarah Gretter
Hub for Innovation in Learning and Technology

Disrupting Reality: Cervantes, Jealousy, and Narrative Innovation (Juan de la Cuesta, 2018)

Joe Grimm
School of Journalism

100 Questions and Answers about Police Officers (Front Edge Publishing, 2018)

100 Questions and Answers about Sexual Orientation (Front Edge Publishing, 2018)

The Faygo Book (Wayne State University Press, 2018)

Matthew Grossmann
Institute for Public Policy and Social Research


Craig J. Gunn
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Engineering Your Future: A Brief Introduction to Engineering, Sixth edition (Oxford University Press, 2018)


Anne-Lise Halvorsen
Department of Teacher Education


David Z. Hambrick
Department of Psychology

The Science of Expertise: Behavioral, Neural, and Genetic Approaches to Complex Skill (Routledge, 2018)

Tama Hamilton-Wray
Residential College in the Arts and Humanities


Roger E. Hamlin
School of Planning, Design, and Construction

Using Entrepreneurship and Social Innovation to Mitigate Wealth Inequality (De Gruyter, 2018)

James F. Hancock
Department of Horticulture

Blueberries, Second edition (CABI, 2018)

Mona Hanna-Attisha
College of Human Medicine, Flint

What the Eyes Don’t See: A Story of Crisis, Resistance, and Hope in an American City (One World, 2018)

Karrin Hanshew
Department of History

Germany Since 1945: Politics, Culture, and Society (Bloomsbury Academic, 2018)

Steven D. Hanson
International Studies and Programs


Gilbert D. Harrell
Department of Marketing

Marketing Foundations (Chicago Education Press, 2018)

Kenneth Harrow
Department of English


Todd Hedrick
Department of Philosophy

Reconciliation and Reification: Freedom’s Semblance and Actuality from Hegel to Contemporary Critical Theory (Oxford University Press, 2018)

Joseph T. Hefner
Department of Anthropology


Gordon Henry
Department of English

Not (Just) (An)other (Makwa Enewed; Michigan State University Press, 2018)

Beth A. Herbel-Eisenmann
Department of Teacher Education

Mathematical Discourse That Breaks Barriers and Creates Space for Marginalized Learners (Sense Publishers, 2018)
Partnering to Advance the Research and Land-Grant Missions of MSU

It is both an honor and a privilege to recognize the faculty of Michigan State University through the Faculty Book Collection and its annual celebration. It is also gratifying to present the work of our colleagues within the context of a world-class research library collection developed over the course of the history of the first land-grant university in the United States. It is, therefore, the collection at the heart of research conducted on campuses, in businesses, and in homes throughout the state of Michigan.

Over the last several years, the MSU Libraries has increased its role as a partner in the research and land-grant missions of this great institution. It has long been common to find an expression of gratitude to a librarian, library service, or a department within the acknowledgements of a major work by MSU faculty or in the dissertation of a recent Ph.D. graduate. Although this valued partnership continues, our roles are expanding. In addition to helping find and analyze resources, librarians are increasingly co-authoring with their faculty colleagues or on research teams, contributing literature reviews, data management plans, and digital scholarship methodologies.

We continue to develop new services, resources, and facilities to meet these needs. The most prominent is the Digital Scholarship Lab, which is finishing its first full year of operation. This innovative lab was developed through several campus partnerships, most notably between the College of Arts and Letters and the MSU Libraries. It offers faculty and students the technology, space, and expertise that they need to pursue scholarship that is enhanced through digital technology or methodologies—or to pursue research on the impact of digital technology in their own discipline. In this space, library faculty and staff are true partners in research and scholarship—and help to facilitate further disciplinary partnerships as well.

Research data management, a related but separate service, also continues to grow. The Libraries have developed expertise in managing research data and data sharing among research teams. Although this is often associated with meeting federal funding mandates, research data management also allows researchers to most effectively share data during process and into the future. We partner to make their research easier to conduct, easier to share, and in some cases, possible to fund!

New services and expertise allow us to partner with university faculty earlier in the research and scholarly communication processes; however, we take our traditional role of sharing the results of research very seriously. The Faculty Book Collection is one of several curated and special collections in the MSU Libraries for which we enjoy a national reputation. Faculty research joins curated and special collections that include the Africana, LGBTQ+, Ethnic Studies, Comic Art, Cookery, Radicalism, and Zines collections to name a few.

In addition to our pride in these collections of distinction, we are most proud of the library faculty and staff whose deep expertise make them possible. Every aspect of these collections—including their curation, the purchase or acquisition of their materials, their preservation, and the use of them in the classroom or by researchers—requires expertise by many library faculty and staff throughout the MSU Libraries.

As part of our land-grant mission, we at the MSU Libraries always seek ways to share that expertise and the collections that we have built with the campus and larger communities. In keeping with that goal, we are delighted to launch a program this year to facilitate use of these collections by visiting researchers. Through the generous support of our donors, we have developed an annual program in which interested scholars can apply for travel stipends to conduct research each summer.

It is a true honor to add the research and scholarship of MSU faculty to these curated and special collections—and to mark the occasion with a celebration each year. Nothing could be more worth celebrating on the campus of our premier land-grant university than the advancement of knowledge.

Joseph A. Salem, Jr., Ph.D.  
University Librarian  
Michigan State University Libraries
Alexandra Hidalgo  
Department of Writing, Rhetoric, and American Cultures

Pixelating the Self: Digital Feminist Memoirs [Electronic resource]  
(Intermezzo Digital Press, 2018)

Teta: A Nursing Mother Tells Her Story [Film]  
(Sabana Grande Productions, 2018)

Darlene Clark Hine  
Department of History

The African-American Odyssey, Seventh edition  
(Pearson, 2018)

Mark L. Hine line  
Lyman Briggs

Ground Truth: A Guide to Tracking Climate Change at Home  
(University of Chicago Press, 2018)

John R. Hollenbeck  
Department of Management

(McGraw-Hill Education, 2018)

Thomas J. Holt  
School of Criminal Justice

Cybercrime and Digital Forensics: An Introduction, Second edition  
(Routledge, 2018)

Digital Piracy: A Global, Multidisciplinary Account  
(Routledge, 2018)

Gary Hoppenstand  
Department of English

Perilous Escapades: Dimensions of Popular Adventure Fiction  
(McFarland, 2018)

Kathryn Houghton  
Department of Writing, Rhetoric, and American Cultures

Little Michigan: A Nostalgic Look at Michigan’s Smallest Towns  
(Adventure Publications, 2018)

Mutsuko Endo Hudson  
Department of Linguistics and Germanic, Slavic, Asian, and African Languages

Pragmatics of Japanese: Perspectives on Grammar, Interaction, and Culture  
(Benjamins, 2018)

G. Tomas Hult  
Department of Marketing

Global Business Today, Tenth edition  
(McGraw-Hill Education, 2018)

Strategic Marketing and Innovation  
(Legends in Strategic Marketing: Rajan Varadarajan, Vol. 2)  
(Sage, 2018)

Joey Huston  
Department of Physics and Astronomy

The Black Book of Quantum Chromodynamics: A Primer for the LHC Era  
(Oxford University Press, 2018)

Ike Valentine Iyioke  
Lyman Briggs

Clinical Trials and the African Person: A Quest to Re-Conceptualize Responsibility  
(Brill Rodopi, 2018)

Russell E. Johnson  
Department of Management

The Self at Work: Fundamental Theory and Research  
(Routledge, 2018)

Peter Johnston  
Department of English

What Happens to a Dream Deferred?  
[DVD]  
(dacafilem.com, 2018)

Raymond Jussaume  
Department of Sociology

(Tsukubashobō, 2018)

Bertram Karon  
Department of Psychology

The Widening Scope of Psychoanalysis: Collected Essays of Bertram Karon  
(International Psychoanalytic Books, 2018)

Steven J. Kautz (deceased)  
Department of Political Science

Are Markets Moral?  
(University of Pennsylvania Press, 2018)

Susan K. Kendall  
MSU Libraries

Health Sciences Collection Management for the Twenty-First Century  
(Rowman & Littlefield, 2018)

Mohammad Hassan Khalil  
Religious Studies

Jihad, Radicalism, and the New Atheism  
(Cambridge University Press, 2018)

Matti Kiupe1  
Department of Pathobiology and Diagnostic Investigation

Surgical Pathology of Tumors of Domestic Animals, Vol I: Epithelial Tumors of the Skin, Third edition  
(Davis-Thompson DVM Foundation, 2018)

Jason Knott  
Department of Animal Science

Chromatin Regulation of Early Embryonic Lineage Specification [Electronic resource]  
(Springer, 2018)

Timur Kocaoglu  
James Madison College

Maghjan Jumabayev: The Poet of Flare, Liberty, and Love; Maghjan Jumabayev: Azatqıq pen Maxhabbatın Otıq aqıni  
(“Ghlyym” baspasy; International Turkic Academy, 2018)

Sevgi Sözleri: Yırlar [Words of Love]  
(Kutlu Yayınevi, 2018)

Marjorie J. Kostelnik  
Department of Family and Child Ecology

(Pearson Education, 2018)

Guiding Children’s Social Development and Learning: Theory and Skills, Ninth edition  
(Cengage Learning, 2018)

Joseph S. Krajcik  
CREATE for STEM

Teaching Science in Elementary and Middle School: A Project-Based Learning Approach, Fifth edition  
(Routledge, 2018)

Sharon Ladenson  
MSU Libraries

We Can Do IT: Women in Library Information Technology  
(Library Juice Press, 2018)

Elizabeth LaPensée  
Department of Media and Information

Not (Just) (An)other  
(Makwa Enewed; Michigan State University Press, 2018)

Robert LaRose  
Department of Media and Information

Media Now: Understanding Media, Culture, and Technology, Tenth edition  
(Cengage Learning, 2018)

Keith Latham  
Department of Animal Science

Chromatin Regulation of Early Embryonic Lineage Specification [Electronic resource]  
(Springer, 2018)

Benjamin Lauren  
Department of Writing, Rhetoric, and American Cultures

Communicating Project Management: A Participatory Rhetoric for Development Teams  
(Routledge, 2018)
Frank Lawrence  
Center for Statistical Training and Consultation  
*Essential Financial Market Econometrics* [Electronic resource] (Tritech Digital Media, 2018)

Gina M. Leinninger  
Department of Physiology  

Angelica Leitmannova Liu  
Department of Physiology  

Les L. Leone  
College of Engineering  
*Engineering Your Future: A Brief Introduction to Engineering, Sixth edition* (Oxford University Press, 2018)  

Peter Limb  
MSU Libraries  

Tongtong Li  
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering  
*Wireless Communications under Hostile Jamming: Security and Efficiency* [Electronic resource] (Springer, 2018)

Alex X. Liu  
Department of Computer Science and Engineering  
*RFID Protocol Design, Optimization, and Security for the Internet of Things* (Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2018)

Yunhao Liu  
Department of Computer Science and Engineering  

Sandra Logan  
Department of English  
*Shakespeare's Foreign Queens: Drama, Politics, and the Enemy Within* (Palgrave Macmillan, 2018)

Christopher P. Long  
College of Arts and Letters  
*Reiner Schürmann and the Poetics of Politics* (Dead Letter Office, Punctum Books, 2018)

Ricardo Lorenz  
College of Music  
*Emociones del Alma* [CD] (Blue Griffin Records, 2018)

Scott Loveridge  
School of Planning, Design, and Construction  
*Rural Housing and Economic Development* (Routledge, 2018)

Joseph Lulloff  
College of Music  
*Handful of Dust: Music of Igor Karača* [CD] (Blue Griffin Records, 2018)

Thomas S. Lyons  
Department of Agricultural, Food, and Resource Economics  
*Using Entrepreneurship and Social Innovation to Mitigate Wealth Inequality* (De Gruyter, 2018)

Sheng-Mei Ma  
Department of English  
*Transnational Narratives in Englishes of Exile* (Lexington Books, 2018)

Yunhao Liu  
Department of Computer Science and Engineering  

Sandra Logan  
Department of English  
*Shakespeare's Foreign Queens: Drama, Politics, and the Enemy Within* (Palgrave Macmillan, 2018)

Christopher P. Long  
College of Arts and Letters  
*Reiner Schürmann and the Poetics of Politics* (Dead Letter Office, Punctum Books, 2018)

Ricardo Lorenz  
College of Music  
*Emociones del Alma* [CD] (Blue Griffin Records, 2018)

Scott Loveridge  
School of Planning, Design, and Construction  
*Rural Housing and Economic Development* (Routledge, 2018)

Joseph Lulloff  
College of Music  
*Handful of Dust: Music of Igor Karača* [CD] (Blue Griffin Records, 2018)

Thomas S. Lyons  
Department of Agricultural, Food, and Resource Economics  
*Using Entrepreneurship and Social Innovation to Mitigate Wealth Inequality* (De Gruyter, 2018)

Sheng-Mei Ma  
Department of English  
*Transnational Narratives in Englishes of Exile* (Lexington Books, 2018)

Yunhao Liu  
Department of Computer Science and Engineering  

Sandra Logan  
Department of English  
*Shakespeare's Foreign Queens: Drama, Politics, and the Enemy Within* (Palgrave Macmillan, 2018)

Christopher P. Long  
College of Arts and Letters  
*Reiner Schürmann and the Poetics of Politics* (Dead Letter Office, Punctum Books, 2018)

Ricardo Lorenz  
College of Music  
*Emociones del Alma* [CD] (Blue Griffin Records, 2018)

Scott Loveridge  
School of Planning, Design, and Construction  
*Rural Housing and Economic Development* (Routledge, 2018)

Joseph Lulloff  
College of Music  
*Handful of Dust: Music of Igor Karača* [CD] (Blue Griffin Records, 2018)

Thomas S. Lyons  
Department of Agricultural, Food, and Resource Economics  
*Using Entrepreneurship and Social Innovation to Mitigate Wealth Inequality* (De Gruyter, 2018)

Sheng-Mei Ma  
Department of English  
*Transnational Narratives in Englishes of Exile* (Lexington Books, 2018)

Yunhao Liu  
Department of Computer Science and Engineering  

Sandra Logan  
Department of English  
*Shakespeare's Foreign Queens: Drama, Politics, and the Enemy Within* (Palgrave Macmillan, 2018)

Christopher P. Long  
College of Arts and Letters  
*Reiner Schürmann and the Poetics of Politics* (Dead Letter Office, Punctum Books, 2018)

Ricardo Lorenz  
College of Music  
*Emociones del Alma* [CD] (Blue Griffin Records, 2018)

Scott Loveridge  
School of Planning, Design, and Construction  
*Rural Housing and Economic Development* (Routledge, 2018)

Joseph Lulloff  
College of Music  
*Handful of Dust: Music of Igor Karača* [CD] (Blue Griffin Records, 2018)
Mahesh K. Nalla
School of Criminal Justice
Criminology and Criminal Justice in Russia: Past Legacies and Present Challenges (Routledge, 2018)
Regulating the Security Industry: Global Perspectives (Routledge, 2018)
The Rule of Law in an Era of Change: Responses to Transnational Challenges and Threats (Springer, 2018)
Violence against Women in India (Routledge, 2018)

Ron Newman
College of Music
Into the Light [CD] (Sunchance Records, 2018)

Edmund Outslay
Department of Accounting and Information Systems

Joyce M. Parker
Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences
Problem-Based Learning in the Physical Science Classroom, K-12 (National Science Teachers Association, 2018)

Lawrence Ponoroff
MSU College of Law

Merlie C. Potter
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Engineering Your Future: A Brief Introduction to Engineering, Sixth edition (Oxford University Press, 2018)

Joy Lisi Rankin
Lyman Briggs
A People’s History of Computing in the United States (Harvard University Press, 2018)

Frank S. Ravitch
College of Law
The Japanese Legal System (West Academic, 2018)
Law, Religion, and Tradition (Springer, 2018)

Tenko Raykov
Department of Counseling, Educational Psychology, and Special Education
A Course in Item Response Theory and Modeling with Stata (Stata Press, 2018)

Mark D. Reckase
Department of Counseling, Educational Psychology, and Special Education
Exploring the Mathematical Education of Teachers Using TEDS-M Data [Electronic resource] (Springer, 2018)

Xuefei Ren
Department of Sociology
The Globalizing Cities Reader, Second edition (Routledge, 2018)

Jacqueline Rhodes
Department of Writing, Rhetoric, and American Cultures
The Routledge Handbook of Digital Writing and Rhetoric (Routledge, 2018)

Joanne Riebschlegel
School of Social Work
Rural Child Welfare Practice: Stories from the Field (Oxford University Press, 2018)

Lindon J. Robison
Department of Agricultural, Food, and Resource Economics

Cheryl Rockwell
Department of Pharmacology and Toxicology

Michael Rodriguez
MSU Libraries
R.E. Olds and the First Auto City [Film] (Vimeo, 2018)

Michele Root-Bernstein
Department of Theatre
天才のひらめき: 世界で最も創造的な人びとによる13の思考ツーリー; Tensai no hirameki: Sekai de mottomo sozoteki na hitobito ni yoru jusan no shiko tsūru (Wasedadaigakushuppanbu, 2018)

Robert Root-Bernstein
Department of Physiology
天才のひらめき: 世界で最も創造的な人びとによる13の思考ツーリー; Tensai no hirameki: Sekai de mottomo sozoteki na hitobito ni yoru jusan no shiko tsūru (Wasedadaigakushuppanbu, 2018)

Charles Ruggiero
College of Music
Tenor Attitudes [CD] (Blue Griffin Records, 2018)

Kelly Salchow MacArthur
Department of Art, Art History, and Design

Joseph A. Salem
MSU Libraries
Library Development (Association of Research Libraries, 2018)

Anna Maria Santiago
School of Social Work
Financial Capability and Asset Building with Diverse Populations: Improving Financial Well-Being in Families and Communities (Routledge, 2018)

Kelly Sattler
MSU Libraries
We Can Do It: Women in Library Information Technology (Library Juice Press, 2018)

Barbara L. Schneider
College of Education

Howard Schubiner
College of Human Medicine

John Seita
School of Social Work
The Three Pillars of Transforming Care: Trauma and Resilience in the Other 23 Hours (University of Winnipeg, Faculty of Education Publishing, 2018)
Muhammad Siddiq  
Department of Food Science and Human Nutrition  

Mónica Leal da Silva  
Department of Romance and Classical Studies  
António Vieira: Six Sermons (Oxford University Press, 2018)

Susan Sleeper-Smith  
Department of History  

Christopher E. Smith  
School of Criminal Justice  
*Criminal Justice in America, Ninth edition* (Cengage Learning, 2018)

Deborah Sluyter-Smith  
Department of History  

Robert C. Smith  
College of Human Medicine  

Sandra Snow  
College of Music  
*Ecstatic Songs* [CD] (Blue Griffin Records, 2018)

Anne K. Soderman  
Department of Family and Child Ecology  


Steven W. Sowards  
MSU Libraries  
The Reference Librarian's Bible: Print and Digital Reference Resources Every Library Should Own (Libraries Unlimited, 2018)

Patti Spinner  
Department of Linguistics and Germanic, Slavic, Asian, and African Languages  
*Salience in Second Language Acquisition* (Routledge, 2018)

Devan Stahl  
Center for Ethics and Humanities in the Life Sciences  
The Body and Ultimate Concern: Reflections on an Embodied Theology of Paul Tillich (Mercer University Press, 2018)

Michael Stamm  
Department of History  
*Dead Tree Media: Manufacturing the Newspaper in Twentieth-Century North America* (Johns Hopkins University Press, 2018)

Brenda Sternquist  
Department of Marketing  
*International Retailing, Third edition* (Fairchild Books, 2018)

Bruno Takahashi  
School of Journalism  
*Environmental Communication among Minority Populations* (Routledge, 2018)

News Media Coverage of Environmental Challenges in Latin America and the Caribbean: Mediating Demand, Degradation, and Development (Palgrave Macmillan, 2018)

Pang-Ning Tan  
Department of Computer Science and Engineering  
*Introduction to Data Mining, Second edition* (Pearson, 2018)

Maria Teresa Tattoo  
Department of Teacher Education  
*Exploring the Mathematical Education of Teachers Using TEDS-M Data* [Electronic resource] (Springer, 2018)

Learning to Teach in England and the United States: The Evolution of Policy and Practice (Routledge, 2018)

Paul B. Thompson  
Department of Philosophy  
*Agricultural Ethics in East Asian Perspective: A Transpacific Dialogue* (Springer, 2018)

Mark A. Uebersax  
Department of Food Science and Human Nutrition  

John Valadez  
Department of Media and Information  
The Chicano Wave [Film] (Latin Music USA, 2017, 2009)


Sean A. Valles  
Lyman Briggs College  
Philosophy of Population Health: Philosophy for a New Public Health Era (Routledge, 2018)

Koen Van Gorp  
Center for Language Teaching Advancement  
*Language Awareness in Multilingual Classrooms in Europe: From Theory to Practice* [Electronic resource] (De Gruyter, 2018)

Gretel Van Wieren  
Department of History  
*Food, Farming, and Religion: Emerging Ethical Perspectives* (Routledge, 2018)

Arthur Versluis  
College of Music  
*Emociones del Alma* [CD] (Blue Griffin Records, 2018)

Mark Voit  
Department of Linguistics and Germanic, Slavic, Asian, and African Languages  
*Panel Studies of Variation and Change* (Routledge, 2018)

Diane Wakoski  
Department of English  

Kidingo Wabemwe (deceased)  
Department of Philosophy  
The Cyclic Peptide Toxins of Amanita and Other Poisonous Mushrooms [Electronic resource] (Springer, 2018)
Mingzhe Wang  
College of Music  
*Music of Fauré, Bude, Zemlinsky* [CD] (Summit Records, 2018)

Matthew R. Wawrzynski  
Department of Educational Administration  
*Living-Learning Communities that Work: A Research-Based Model for Design, Delivery, and Assessment* (Stylus Publishing, 2018)

Gary D. Westfall  
Department of Physics and Astronomy  
*普通物理: Pu tong wu li* [University Physics, Second edition] (Tai wan dong hua shu ju gu fen you xian gong si, 2018)

Alice P. Whiren  
Department of Family and Child Ecology  

Rodney Whitaker  
College of Music  
*Rise Up Detroit* [CD] (Detroit Music Factory, 2018)

Raechel A. White  
Department of Geography, Environment, and Spatial Sciences  

Scott Whiteford  
Department of Anthropology  

Indrek S. Wichman  
Department of Mechanical Engineering  
*One Size Does Not Fit All: Acknowledging and Addressing What's Wrong with American Public Education* (Rowman & Littlefield, 2018)

Therësa M. Winge  
Department of Art, Art History, and Design  
*Costuming Cosplay: Dressing the Imagination* (Bloomsbury Visual Arts, 2018)

Guy Yehuda  
College of Music  
*Emociones del Alma* [CD] (Blue Griffin Records, 2018)

Joshua Yumibe  
Department of English  
*The Colour Fantastic: Chromatic Worlds of Silent Cinema* (Amsterdam University Press, 2018)  

Tian Zhou  
College of Music  
*Cello Concerto: Flowing Sleeves* [Score] (Zhou Tian Music, 2018)

Rodney Whitaker  
College of Music  
*Rise Up Detroit* [CD] (Detroit Music Factory, 2018)

Raechel A. White  
Department of Geography, Environment, and Spatial Sciences  

Scott Whiteford  
Department of Anthropology  

Financial support for the MSU Libraries from faculty, alumni, and the community at large helps to build and maintain collections, expand patron services, and increase electronic offerings. To make your gift online, visit [http://www.lib.msu.edu/support/](http://www.lib.msu.edu/support/). To further discuss giving opportunities, please contact us.

Seth Martin  
Director of Development for MSU Libraries  
517.884.6446  
marti981@msu.edu

Joseph A. Salem, Jr., Ph.D.  
University Librarian  
517.355.2341  
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